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COVER PHOTO: Laelia purpurata, owner Janet Roberson. 
 

INSIDE COVER PHOTO: Janet writes “This Laelia purpurata was purchased in 2011 from one of the 
$7.50 tables at Santa Barbara Orchid Estate. It loves the sun and resides, year-round, under 55% 

shade cloth in a location where it 'catches the rays' all day long. 
It is easy to grow and quite readily turns into a large and happy plant.” 
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Meeting Date 

July 20, 2016 
(3rd Wednesday each month) 

 

Yorba Linda Public Library 
Community Room (Lower Level) 

18181 Imperial Highway 
Yorba Linda CA  92886 

 
Doors Open & Set-Up ..................... 6:00 PM 
Plant Judging Set-Up ...................... 6:30 PM 
Culture Lecture .............................. 6:45 PM 
Orchid Judging .............................. 7:00 PM 
Speaker ........................................ 7:30 PM 
Opportunity Table .......................... 9:00 PM 
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Sunshine ................................ Candy Jester 
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OCOS Website - www.ocos.net 
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July 2016 
Volume 70, Issue 7 

Speaker: Curtis Gean 
Topic: Native California 

Orchids 
Curtis writes: “I’m a semi-retired 

photographer/videographer currently 
living in Sanger, about 15 miles east 
of Fresno. My interest in orchids 
developed in the 1960s and quickly 
became an undying passion. In the 
early 1970s I observed a formal AOS 
judging session and that began a 
phase of ‘Serious Study’. I requested 
admittance to the program and was 
told that my living so far from a 
judging center in Oakland/San 
Francisco might pose a problem. Not 
prone to worry, I plunged in and 
progressed through the phases to a 
fully Accredited Judge in 1986. 

About the same time as my initial 
exposure to judging, I met James 
Sleznick, a ranger with the National 
Park Service in Yosemite. James told 
me of his studying of the native 
orchid species of Yosemite and was 
gracious enough to draw me a rough 
map of the location of Cypripedium 
montanum, which was the beginning 
of my quest to find all of the 13 
species that were reported to occur 
in the park. Over the years, I have 
spread out my searches to cover a 
much broader area of the Sierra 
Nevada and have found dozens of 
species all over the West.” 

Curtis will generously provide 
plants for the Opportunity Table and 
also bring plants for sale. 

 
Cypripedium montanum 

Anyone interested in a pre-
meeting dinner with Curtis Gean 
please meet at 5:45 pm at the 
flagpole in the parking lot. 



January 2016 Auction 
Commercial Supporters 

(Complete listing in Directory) 
 

 

Paph Paradise 
Dave & Stacey Sorokowsky 

Lockeford CA  95237 
209.727.5265 

paphparadise@gmail.com 
www.paphparadise.com/index.html 

 

 

Santa Barbara Orchid Estate 
Alice & Parry Gripp 
1250 Orchid Drive 

Santa Barbara CA  93111 
805.967.1284 

sboe@sborchid.com 
www.sborchid.com 

 

Sunset Valley Orchids 
Fred Clarke 

1255 Navel Place 
Vista CA  92081 
760.639.6255 

fred.clarke@worldnet.att.net 

President’s Message 
Edie Gulrich 

One couple brought in plants 
for Dana to help with their 
problems, and he had some 
suggestions based on how they 
grow their plants and their 
environment. Tim joined in with a 
couple of suggestions as well. 
Two people brought in plants for 
virus testing; one was not so 
lucky, both of those were 
virused. The second person’s 
plant went home safe and sound. 

So, with only one couple 
bringing in plants does that 
suggest to me that we have such 
good growers, that no one has 
problems and no one else has 
virused plants? Well, how 
wonderful is that; wish I was that 
lucky. But seriously, it does help 
to have another set of eyes when 
looking at questionable plants. 
I’m not afraid to ask if I’m not 

sure and we have plenty of 
knowledgeable growers who 
have been doing this for awhile 
and are most willing to help 
others. Dana asked those of us 
who were there if we’d be willing 
to have another session in the 
future and we all agreed. Not 
having brought any in myself, I 
missed an opportunity for one 
that I had questions about. We’ll 
plan for another Roundtable 
Discussion in the future. Thank 
you to those who brought in 
plants. Until next time…
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June Visitors 
Monica Kim (and husband) 

 
We hope you enjoyed the 
meeting and will visit us again. 

Anniversaries 
15 Years 

Mary Rupp 
Thank you for your support. 

Ever wonder how to avoid
transferring viruses when you reuse
pots? Edie Gulrich will give this
month’s culture class on cleaning and
disinfecting pots to avoid these nasty
problems. 

 
Last Month: Orchid Corsages 

Becky Larsen visited the June meeting to demonstrate how to make 
orchid corsages and boutonnieres. She demonstrated a particularly clever 
way to build a boutonniere: Attach the flowers to a specially cut piece of 
cardboard, then slip the cardboard into a pocket. Voila—you have a very 
easy-to-wear boutonniere. Thanks Becky! 
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My Orchid Obsession 
Janet Roberson 

It is a shame, but I have no idea 
when my father and I actually 
started raising orchids together. The 
records for the plants I first acquired 
lack so much information in 
comparison to what my tags and 
inventory listings include at present 
that they are absolutely no help. 
One of the earliest orchid buying 
trips we took (aside from the Santa 
Barbara show trips) was to Santa 
Claus Lane in Carpinteria to visit 
Stewart’s Orchids, at the time a 
superb breeder, grower, and 
shower. It was shortly before they 
moved to Natchez, Mississippi, and 
they are now no longer in existence. 
I was so fortunate to have acquired 
one of their plants. Today, the only 
reason I know where the plant came 
from is because they had the 
foresight to put their name on the 
tag. 

Sometime after the trip to 
Stewart’s Orchids, I started writing a 
list of the plants we owned, but it 
became cumbersome and messy so I 
finally moved it into an Excel 
spreadsheet, which is much easier 
for things like adding plants in 
alphabetical order, or because one 
has been divided into many. 

I don’t know how important it is, 
but I have my own inventory 
numbering system. Among other 
things, it helps me distinguish 
between divided plants and other 

plants with the same 
name, but possibly 
purchased at a 
different time, or 
from a different 
seller. I use an 
extension to the 
original number like 
-a, -b, -c, etc., when 
dividing, so I know 
the original plant 
and can calculate 
how many times I’ve 
divided it in however 
long I’ve had it. As 
an example, I just 
divided the plant 
shown below out of 
a 2 gallon pot and 
made it into 10 
different, good-sized 
plants, two in 2 
gallon pots and 
eight in 1 gallon 
pots. It is Iwanagara Apple Blossom 
‘Fantastic’ and has a particularly 
pretty, medium-sized flower that 
smells heavenly. From my tag, I can 
tell it was purchased in 2004 from 
Home Depot and was last 
transplanted in June of 2009, at 
which time it was introduced to the 
2 gallon pot. 

So when you get a new plant, you 
will want to look the name tag over. 
There is no ‘standard’ tag 
information, so all the sellers and 
growers show what is important to 
them. The basics would be the plant 
name, but it can also show the 

 
parents, the grower’s plant number, 
when it was potted or repotted, who 
grew or sold it. It can also state if it 
was grown from seed (a 
combination of two parents through 
pollination) or is a mericlone (a plant 
created through a complicated 
process started from part of one 
parent to make a duplicate). If you 
have a tag with only a number, but 
know who grew it, you can quite 
possibly find out the plant name by 
contacting the grower and asking 
about the number. 
You should also be able to tell if 
                             (continued on p. 4)

Bc. Cynthia 'Lilac Gem' (C. walkeriana 'Diamond
Bright' × B. dibgyana 'Fiddlers Green') from
Stewart’s: in bloom at this writing, but won’t make
the meeting. 



Call for Volunteers 
Dan Warren will once again be 

demonstrating the art of 
mounting orchids at the 39th 
Annual OC Home & Garden 
Show. Held Saturday and 
Sunday, October 1 and 2, the 
show will be at the Orange 
County Fairgrounds. Hours are 10 
am – 7 pm on Saturday and 10 
am – 5 pm on Sunday. 

Dan could use our help talking 
to people and telling them about 
orchids and the society. It also 
helps for lunch and bathroom 
breaks. Please consider signing 
up to support Dan and the 
society. 
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Obsession (continued from p. 3) 
your plant is a species or a hybrid if 
the tag is written in a combination of 
upper and lower case print. A 
species plant is one created in 
nature and has had no help from 
man (except maybe by making a 
better version of it, but was not 
created by cross-pollination with 
some other type of orchid); the 
name would be written with a capital 
for the family name (first word) and 
small letters for the plant name 
(Laelia purpurata). Any personalized 
extension would be capitalized and 
within apostrophe marks (Laelia 
purpurata ‘Just Dreamy’). 

If your plant is a hybrid, all the 
words in the name will have a capital 
as the first letter (Iwanagara Apple 
Blossom ‘Fantastic’). Hybrids, of 
course, are man manipulated by 
breeding among and between orchid 
families. They can be very 
spectacular. 

If you have questions about the 
name of your plant, you can often 
type it into a browser, hit ‘paste and 
search’, and you may have several 
choices for looking at the plant, 
flower, and/or name. The web has 
become a very powerful tool for us. 

Try to get in the habit of checking 
your tags. They really can tell a lot. 

In Bloom: 
Ascofinetia Cherry Blossom 

Dan Warren 
This is a small mount with an 

entirely different design concept. 
The wood is a small branch of 
manzanita that looks like a miniature 
tree with very wild and twisted tiny 
branches. The orchid is in its center. 
As the orchid grows larger, it will 
become closer and closer to the size 
of the branch, taking on the 
appearance of a miniature fruit tree 
when the orchid is not in bloom, and 
a miniature cherry tree when the 
orchid is in bloom. The red wood 
accentuates the branches and 
complements the red flowers. 

This is a very recent mount, being 
made in 2015, with a young and 
slow-growing orchid, so it will take a 
while to achieve its best appearance. 
But when it does, it will be a very  

unique and attractive mounted 
orchid. It is 20 inches tall and 12 
inches in diameter on a 5.5 inch × 8 
inch plastic decking base. 
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Dr. Seuss Mount with Three 
Darwinara Deep Blue Sea 

Dan Warren 

 
 
I asked Peter Lin for three special 

orchids to mount, and he 
recommended Darwinara Deep Blue 
Sea, a hybrid: Darwinara Charm × 
Ascocentrum christensonianum. It 
was new to me, but as Peter’s 
recommendations are always 
excellent, I bought them. Then, I 
went through my completed mounts 
for one that would complement the 
shape of the orchid, look good now, 
but also allow enough space for 
growth. 

I found a manzanita branch 31 
inches tall by 27 inches wide with 
three arms, one for each orchid, 

exactly what I 
wanted. It was held 
on an 11.75-inch 
square by 0.625-inch 
thick, gray-stained 
piece of external 
plywood. I had used 
countersunk stainless 
steel screws from the 
underside—a mount 
made to last almost 
forever. 

I took the orchids 
out of the 4 inch 
square plastic pots 
and washed the bark 
off the roots with 
quite warm water. 
This helps get the 
bark off and also 
pumps the orchid full of water, 
getting it off to a flying start. As I 
washed them, I noticed that one of 
them was starting to spike, and was 
delighted! 

Looking over the mount with the 
orchids in hand, I tried to visualize 
the best arrangement. I finally came 
up with one orchid on each branch, 
all in a diagonal line going up from 
the lower left branch to the upper 
right hand branch. Though this was 
a new arrangement for me, it 
complemented the form of the 
wood, and looked very good. So I 
made a mock-up that way by 
temporarily tying the orchids on, 
then set it aside until the next day to 
get a fresh perspective on it. 

The next day, it still looked very 
good, so I wired the orchids 
permanently in place as usual, with 
a little green moss, a short length of 
bell wire, and two #8 × 0.5-inch 
long, self-drilling pan head screws. 
As the branches were small, I 
located the screws on the side of the 
branch opposite the orchid. If the 
branches had been larger, and there 
had been enough room for screws 
on either side of the plant, I would 
have done that. But for small 
branches, this way works beautifully. 
In spite of all of the handling the 

plant got, the spike matured and put 
out several small lovely lavender 
flowers, showing me what color to 
expect next year. 

When finished, it reminded me of 
the kind of trees you find in a Dr. 
Seuss book. So now I think of it as 
the Dr. Seuss mount: lovely, but 
with its own odd, quirky charm. 
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In Bloom: 
L. purpurata var. striata ‘Dyari’ 

Dan Warren 

 

 
This is a great match up of wood 

and orchid that I made in 2014 at 
the Anaheim Home and Garden 
show using a superb piece of 
manzanita a friend gave me and an 
orchid from Hawaii. This is its first 
blooming. The near vertical leaves of 
the orchid match and complement 
the two near vertical branches of the 
manzanita, and the green foliage 
stands out beautifully from the 
silvery bleached wood. The wood is 
large enough to handle a lot of 
future growth without seeming to 
overpower the young orchid. 

This mounted orchid is 34 inches 
tall, 12 inches wide on a 10.5 inch 
square base. 

 

How Hot Was It? 
Janet Wilson 

How hot was it? Well, hot enough 
to singe a well-established, well-
watered rose. It also burned the 
buds off a fuschia that is under 
double shade cloth. But that plant 
got just a little direct sun because 
some nearby ficuses had a haircut. 
But the orchids survived. 

After a pleasant month of “May 
gray” some of us—at least newbies 
like me—were expecting another 
easy month of “June gloom”. 
Instead, June 4 through June 6 
presented Southern California 
gardeners with record-setting heat. 
When asked, most members 
reported weekend temps above 100 
°F, even in typically milder areas 
nearer the coast, like Costa Mesa. Of 
respondents, Peter Lin reported the 
highest temp: 112 °F in Diamond 
Bar. To protect his collection, Peter 
provided more shade, misted two to 
three times per day, and bought 
some plants inside or into a 
greenhouse. 

For our members (primarily 
outside growers), the hands-down 
winning response to this blast of 
heat was simply watering down 
plants and their growing areas, 
about two to three times a day on 
the hottest days. Members who use 
automatic mister reported running 
them longer. This was primarily to 
bring down daytime heat and 
increase humidity. 

Greenhouse growers had to do a 
bit more to bring down the heat. 
Darrell Lovell noted a high 
temperature of 102 °F in his 
greenhouse, which he brought down 
to 90 °F using an extra fan and 
more misters. He thought the higher 
humidity would protect his 
collection. In addition to more 
watering, Nohline L’Ecuyer 
mentioned adding shade cloth to the 
west side of her greenhouse, a place 
she doesn’t normally need it. Edie 
Gulrich used extra fans and misting 

to bring down temps in her 
greenhouses. 

The interesting thing to me is that 
veteran local growers, including 
Andy Phillips (Andy’s Orchids) and 
Roberta Fox, also advocate watering 
in the early evening, especially with 
evening temps in the 60s, as we 
have now. In this month’s newsletter 
for the Southern California Orchid 
Species Society, Roberta writes, 
“With nights staying well above 65 
°F, there is no worry about botrytis 
or crown rot. By applying water 
when it will be absorbed best by the 
plants, we can simultaneously save 
water and benefit the orchids.” 

My husband has been warning me 
about the heat to come. So we’d put 
up some old misters that were lying 
around and experimented with times 
and watched the temperatures. Over 
that entirely too-hot weekend, 
misting for a few minutes at a time 
did bring down temps about 10° but 
it didn’t last long, not even an hour. 
And the old bit of advice I’d read 
was true—you can tell an orchid 
(especially a cattleya) is too hot 
when its leaves feel hot. 
Nevertheless, the orchids survived—
a tribute to the hardiness of this 
truly adaptable family of plants. 

 
Singed fuschia is recovering. 



You Too Can Be a Judge 
Anne-Line Anderson 

A highlight of our meetings is
seeing all the wonderful blooming
orchids brought in for judging. So
when nobody came forward to take
over as chairperson for this
important activity, I volunteered if 
someone would cochair. I was very
pleased when Tim Roby said he
would do it, even though he usually
has his hands full at the Beginners
Table. I was equally pleased when
Janet Roberson offered to continue
with the recordkeeping, making my
job much easier. But now we need
more members to participate in the
judging process itself. Since it is
completely subjective this is
something every member can and
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should do. I was actually shocked
when I looked at the records from
last year: five members (including
chairs Cindy and Rolland Taylor) 
were responsible for 75% of the 
judging! So I will be recruiting 
members to participate—please say 
yes when asked, if you would like 
this activity to continue. If you have
no experience with our judging
process I will try to team you up
with another member; sometimes it 
is easier to be two. I will also bring a
handout with suggestions for what
to look for. And I encourage
everyone to read the rules on pages
26-31 in the most recent member 
handbook. As a small incentive,
everyone who participates in judging 
receives a free opportunity table
ticket. 

Calling All SoCal Orchid 
Lovers: Support the  
Huntington Show 

Nohline L’Ecuyler 

 
 
We need your help! We are only 

four months away from our Annual 
International Orchid Show. It is the 
vision at The Huntington to unite all 
of Southern California's orchid 
societies under one roof to 
encourage the growth of the orchid 
community in our area by inspiring 
new members to join our hobby and 
passion. We cannot do this without 
the support of our local orchid 
societies! 

In addition to our Annual 

International Orchid Show, The 
Huntington will be hosting the 
American Orchid Society Fall 
Members Meeting! This is a great 
opportunity to show the world what 
Southern California orchid societies, 
growers, and hobbyists are all 
about! We will have some of the 
most prominent American Orchid 
Society members and leaders visiting 
our show and we want to be sure 
we represent Southern California! 
For those of you who are not 
familiar with the AOS Members 
Meeting, imagine it being the 
"Olympics of the Orchid World"! 

The show will run from October 
21-23, 2016. Also, by putting in a 
display, the members of your orchid 
society will be able to gain 
complimentary entrance to The 
Huntington's library, art collections, 
and botanical gardens, as well as 
access to the show for all three days 
as a way of thanking your society for 
volunteering to put a display 
together! 

So please start prepping your 
plants with an eye to entering them 
into the display this year. More 
information will follow as we get 
closer to the date. 

Photo Sharing: 
Aeonium Nobile in Bloom 

Dan Warren 

 
This bloom was a complete 

surprise to me. I bought the plant 
last summer from a nursery just 
north of San Diego for my succulent 
and cactus collection.  

It was different from anything 
else I had ever seen, and had an 
interesting color, but nothing 
spectacular. It was in a shallow 12-
inch diameter plastic pot, and the 
plant itself was only 6 inches or so 
high. It didn’t even have the full 
name. The tag just said Echeveria, 
which is only the genus. Just 
recently, the nursery found the 
name for me, it’s Aeonium nobile. 
Turns out this is a member of the 
Crassulaceae (stonecrop) family. 

Now it has bloomed, is 25 inches 
high, and has a flower head 13 
inches in diameter with hundreds of 
small flowers in it. I find it very 
attractive, and am delighted with it.  

The main plant dies after 
flowering, but pups form between 
the leaves. You can also grow these 
from seed or spring cuttings. 

Mine has put out a couple of pups 
so far, so I will be able to continue 
to grow this plant. 

A native of the Canary Islands, 
this plant is not very common. What 
a lucky buy! 



c/o Janet Wilson 
PO Box 872 
La Habra CA  90633-0872 
ocos.ranger16@gmail.com 
562.694.5341 
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Meeting Date – Wednesday, July 20th 

Upcoming Events Calendar 
July 8-10 10am-5pm Andy’s Orchids, Annual Summer Open House - 734 Ocean View Ave., Encinitas 92024; lots of bare root specials 
 from $4.00-$12.00, pulled pork sandwiches and munchies provided, 888.514.2639, www.andysorchids.com 
July 8 - 10 Cal-Orchid’s Annual Summer Hummer Sale, with guest vendors Tokyo Orchid Nursery (Japan), Wilson’s Orchids  
9am-5pm (Taiwan), and Diamond Orchids (Peter Lin). Neofinetia Show and Judging on Saturday plus special guests. And as 
 always music, our famous barbeque and much more. The newest lycaste seedlings are all potted and kicking into 
 growth. Come enjoy sobralia season. Info: www.calorchid.com. 
July 8 - 10 Santa Barbara Orchid Estate, 36th Annual Summer Open House – Guest author Dr. Harold Koopowitz, newly  
Fri. + Sat. 8am – 5pm minted fiction writer! 1250 Orchid Drive, Santa Barbara 93111; Info: 805.967.1284; sboe@sborchid.com, or  
Sun. 9am – 4pm www.sborchid.com. Celebrating the Exotic and Fragrant Beauties of Summer: The large-flowered cattleyas  
 (laelias) of Brazil, the stanhopeas and encyclias of Central and South America, and many other genera. 
July 9 – 10:00am AOS Pacific South Regional Judging – The Huntington, San Marino, Huntington Botanical Center, Lower Level 
July 15 – 10am-2pm Orchid Odyssey – San Diego Zoo’s orchid greenhouse is open to the public – 10am – 2pm 
July 22 - 24 Newport Harbor Summer Exotic Plant and Orchid Festival, Fri. 10 am – 9 pm, Sat. 10 am – 7 pm, and  
 Sun. 11 am – 6 pm. Info:  www.nhosinfo.org. 
July 20 Orange County Orchid Society - Monthly Meeting 
Meeting 7:30pm Speaker: Curtis Gean - Subject: Native California Orchids. 
July 30-31 San Diego County Orchid Society Show and Sale in the Park – Balboa Park, Casa del Prado, Room 101, San Diego 
 Sat. noon to 5pm, Sun. 10am to 4pm - Information: sdorchids.com. 
August 1 7:30pm Orange County Orchid Society – Board Meeting 
August 5 & 6 6th Annual Cattleya Symposium – Indian River Research and Education Center, 2199 South Rock Road, Fort 
 Pierce, FL. Info and Registration: www.odoms.com. 
August 13 – 10am AOS Pacific South Regional Judging – The Huntington, San Marino, Huntington Botanical Center, lower level. 
August 17 Orange County Orchid Society - Monthly Meeting – 7:30pm meeting. 
August 19 – 10am-2pm Orchid Odyssey – San Diego Zoo’s orchid greenhouse is open to the public – 10am – 2pm. 
September 10 – 10am AOS Pacific South Regional Judging – The Huntington, San Marino, Huntington Botanical Center, lower level. 
September 14 Orange County Orchid Society - Monthly Meeting – 7:30pm meeting. 
Sept. 16 – 10am-2pm Orchid Odyssey – San Diego Zoo’s orchid greenhouse is open to the public – 10am – 2pm. 
September 17 & 18 South Bay Orchid Society Orchid Show and Sale – South Coast Botanic Garden, 26300 Crenshaw Blvd., Palos  
Sat. 9-5   Sun. 9-4 Verdes. Admission: $9 Adults, $6 Seniors, Free Parking – Info: www.southbayorchidsociety.com. 
Sept. 24 – 25 Fascination of Orchids International Show and Sale – South Coast Plaza Village, 1631 W. Sunflower, Santa Ana; 
10 AM – 5 PM Info: 949.416.0505 or www.ocorchidshow.com. 
October 1 & 2 39th Annual OC Home & Garden Show, Sat. 10am – 7 pm, Sun. 10am – 5pm. Our own Dan Warren to be  
 giving orchid mounting demonstrations. Please contact Dan and volunteer to help. 

 



Orange County Orchid Society 
Plant Judging Placings for June 15, 2016 
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 Dendrobium First Place and Cultural Award Phalaenopsis First Place 
 Dendrobium Unknown – Una Yeh Phalaenopsis Blue Burst – Anne-Line Anderson 
 
 

   
 Paphiopedilum First Place Botanical First Place 
 Paphiopedilum Heing Yang – Bob Laughlin Lycaste (deppei x aromatica) – Una Yeh 
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 Oncidium First Place Oncidium Cultural Award 
 Oncidium no name – Darrell Lovell Beallara Lunatic Fringe ‘Blissful’ 
 
 

   
 Small Laelia First Place Large Laelia First Place 
 Encyclia hanburii – Susan Scheffler Laelia Minerva – Una Yeh 
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 Species First Place, Cultural Award, and Judges’ Choice Vanda First Place 
 Laelia purpurata – Janet Roberson Mystacidium braybonne – Barbara Olson 
 
 

  
 Novelty Cymbidium First Place 
 Cymbidium New Horizon – Bob Laughlin 
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Culture Class by Becky Larsen 
Roundtable Discussion

 

 
Becky showed how the same arrangement could be a shoulder or wrist corsage. 

 

 
Dana Seelig led the discussion with help from Tim Roby. 
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Opportunity Table 
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Flyers and Information for Upcoming Events 

 

 
 

 

 

Cal-Orchid’s 
Annual 

Summer Hummer  
Sale 

July 8,9,10  
Hours 9-5  

 
Guest Vendors are:  

Tokyo Orchid Nursery- Japan  
Wilson’s Orchids- Taiwan  

Diamond Orchids- Peter Lin  
 

Neofinetia Show and Judging  
plus special guests  

And as always music,  
our famous Bar-B-Que  

and much more  
Come enjoy Sobralia Season  

More information,  
including pre-order lists at:  

www.calorchid.com 
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Flyers and Information for Upcoming Events 
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 Everyone Welcome! 
 
 
 Meetings are the Member Ribbon Judging 
 Third Wednesday 7:00 PM 
 of Every Month General Meeting 
  7:30 PM 
 
  Meeting Location: 
  Yorba Linda Public Library
  Community Room 
 (Lower Level) 
 18181 Imperial Highway 
 Yorba Linda CA  92886 
 
 Information: 
 Edie Gulrich 
 egulrich@att.net 
 714.991.8661 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Laelia purpurata ‘Sanbar Misty’ 

 

Orange County Orchid Society


